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Abstract

The level set based approach is one of active methods for contour extraction in image segmentation. Since Osher and Sethian 

introduced the level set framework in 1988, the method has made the great impact on image segmentation. However, there are 

some problems to be solved; such as multi-objects segmentation, noise filtering and much calculation amount. In this paper we 

address the drawbacks of the previous level set methods and propose an extension of the traditional fast level set to cope with 

the limitations. We introduce a relationship matrix, a new split-and-merge criterion, a modified Chan-Vese criterion and a novel 

filtering criterion into the traditional fast level set approach. With the segmentation experiments we evaluate the proposed method 

and show the promising results of the proposed method.
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I. Introduction

Image segmentation has been a long term research 

initiative in computational vision. Several contour 

extraction algorithms have already been proposed in 

the literature. Some of the attempts use thresholding 

(Sezgin et al. [1]), edge detectors (Gonzalez et al. [2]) 

and texture operators (Nixon et al. [3])； however, 

none of these methods demonstrate high quality seg

mentation results due to different imaging artifacts. 

Another class of segmentation methods uses active 

models such as an active shape model (Cootes et aL

[4] ) and an active appearance model (Beichel et al.

[5] ). These methods usually express shape variation
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by statistics, capture shape variation within feature 

extraction and represent a target structure by a para

meterized statistical shape model obtained from training. 

Although a single shape model may preserve the 

general shape of the whole object, its constraint may 

fail to extract some of its parts, for example, hand 

bone and wrist segmentation problems in which the 

size of hand bones and the topologies of wrist focus 

depend on the age, sex, etc. Moreover, these methods 

require a large training set to cover shape variations. 

The shape models may fail in characterizing the 

shape variation if instances of the shape are not 

incorporated in the training set.

Active contour and deformable models have been 

the most commonly reported method in the literature 

(Paragios et al. [6]). They are the revolutionary 

computational mod이s in image segmentation which 
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were introduced in the late 1980' s by Terzopoulos 

et al. [7]. Active contours described by Euler-I^grange 

equations can be classified as two kinds of curves： 

the parametric curves and the geometric curves. 

Parametric activ원 contours which are called a classical 

active contour model or “snake” (Kass et al. [8]) are 

explicitly represented as parameterized curves. 

However, the problems discussed so far with active 

contours include initialization and poor convergence 

to concave regions. In addition, parametric active 

contours can have difficulty in segmenting multi미e 

objects simultaneously, because of the explicit re

presentation of curve. Geometric active contour models 

have been introduced to solve this problem, where 

the curve is repres언nted implicitly in a level set 

function.

The 거im of this paper is to describe the existing 

level set methods with th안ir limitations and introduce 

a new level set method for the solution of plane ob

ject boundary segmentation problems in iimge analysis 

domains. The first geometric model was introduced 

by Fua et al. [이 and Caselles et al. [10] proposed 

the first level set formulation in a non—variational 

setting. The extension of geometric active contours, 

the level set method, which was first proposed by 

Osher and Sethian in [11], has made a profound impact 

on ima용e segmentation. The geometric approach brings 

an important advantage of the ability to adj니st to the 

current image topology. Unfortunately, the main 아iort— 

coming in the computational process is that an increas은 

of dimensions will inevitably lead to low speed. Many 

solutions have been proposed (Cremers et al. [12] 

and Goldenberg et al. [13]). Among them, the fast 

level set method (Shi Y. et al. [14], Jakub K. et 가 1. 

[15]), which falls into the category of narrow band 

게gorithms, is extremely fast for image segmentation. 

Althou양h very powerful, both 난圮 classical level set 

method and the fast level set method cannot segment 

mor얀 than two disjoint regions, such that the regions 

correspond to the objects in the image, A number of 

approaches have been proposed for segmentation of 

multiple objects or multiple components of an object. 

In Zhao et al. [1.8], Samson et al. [19], Paragios et 

al. [20] and Zimmer et aL [21], a level set function 

is assigned to each r안gion* In [22], Chan and Vese 

proposed the multiphase level set framework using 

Mumford-Shah model (Mumford et al. [17]). The 

idea of the multiphase approach is to 나se a com

bination of level set functions to represent m나Itiple 

regions or multiple phases in the images. Based on 

th은 Chan—Vese model, many algorithms have been 

introduced in [23—29]. Although these methods only 

use logaA^level set functions to represent //regions, 

they will result in empty regions., if less than N 

regions are presented in the images. Another important 

limitation of level set formulations is sensitivity to 

noise and a failure to capture prior shape-driven 

knowledge on the structure to be segmented. More

over, the classical level set method and the original 

fast level set method take longer to segment the 

objects which are empty in the inner parts such as 

head or skull CT images because they cannot integrate 

empty parts5 information into their curve evolution. 

More details about these limitations are d©scrib연d in 

section 2.

To overcome these limitations, we propose a new 

level set function, extend the Chan-Vese segmentation 

criterion and introduce a new split-and-merge criterion 

into the geometric active contour framework. The 

goal of our approach is detecting the boundaries of 

individual objects from the grouping of objects or 

individual parts of an object in complex images. Also, 

the new level set function allows integrating prior 

knowledge of empty regions onto an evolution pro

cess in order to reduce computational time when one 

detects objects whose inner parts are empty. In the 

case of noisy images, our algorithm evolves the 

solution closer to the prior object information, and 

can introduce prior shape knowledge within the seg— 

mentation process. Th언reform, the pr은sence of noise 

in an image is easily filtered sit by the proposed 

method.

The rest of the paper is organiz슨d as follows. 

Section 2 briefly describes object contour segmentation 

problems with the level set method and variational 

level set approaches. Section 3 provides a detailed 
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description of the extension of fast level set method. 

Section 4 shows some experimental results. Finally 

Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of 

the results and fut니re improvements to the algorithm.

II. The level set method and variational 
level set approaches.

We briefly mention here some of the most common 

level set methods, and we discuss their connections 

or differences with our approach.

2.1. The traditional level set method 
([11][30][31])

The level set method, originally introduced by 

Osher and Sethian in [11] is a general framework for 

the computation of evolving interfaces using implicit 

representations.

Let Q be an open and bounded subset of Rd (d is 

the number of dimensions of metric space； d=2 and 

d=3 for 2D image and 3D image cases, respectively). 

A given image I is considered as a function w(x) 

= where u(x} is the pixel intensity value 

located at the point 工=(冲工2，““均).Let q,%，…,G be 

n points, in counter-clockwise order, on its boun

dary 5Q. Thus,

3Q = glhgU …Us”

Assume that this boundary moves in a normal direction 

with a speed function F, where F may depend on local 

properties (such as curvature and normal direction), 

global properties (integrals along the front and/or 

associated differential equations), and independent 

properties (such as underlying fluid velocity). Fig. 1 

illustrates an example in 2D case.

The novelty of the level set method is that it 

introduces the high dimensional function to represent 

the interface implicitly. Therefore we can represent 

the boundary as well as our domain partition by the 

notations defined as follows：

0(x)〉O x g Q+ 

(p{x) = 0 x e 6Q 

0(x)vO x e Q~

(1)

where the region q- is related to inside and the 

region q+ is related to outside. The interface between 

them is represented by the function。(尤)=0 which is 

called zero level set function, and (P is called the 

signed distance function to curve (surface) r = 

By now the Q is completely determined by (1).

The evolution equation of the level set function 9 

can be written in the following general form：

쯔 十 끼V祐 = 0, given = 0)
(2)

Note that the c니rve evolution algorithm stops if a 

pre-specified maximum number of iterations is reached.

This is the level set equation given by Osher and 

Sethian [11]. Solving the Partial Differential equation 

(PDE) in (2) can be computationally expensive, because 

the PDE has to be integrated over the whole image 

domain (2D or 3D) until convergence. When only the 

zero level set is of interest, the narrow band app

roaches (Sethian [3이, Osher et al. [31]) have been 

proposed to accelerate the evolution process. These 

algorithms all attempt to track the evolution of the 

zero level set by solving the associated PDE locally. 

Based on the theory of narrow band level set 

methods, Shi Y. et al. ([14]) proposed the fast level 

set method in order to evolve the level set function 

by updating only two boundary point lists.

Fig니「e 1. Curve propagating with speed function F.
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2.2. The fast level set method ([14너6])
The basic idea of this algorithm is to represent the 

zero level set as two lists of discrete boundary points 

and move this bo니ndary on a discrete pixel grid 

without computing any PDEs. The evol니tion of the 

boundary is driven by two steps of the algorithm： an 

external evolution speed derived from the image data 

and a speed term imposing boundary smoothness or 

regularization.

As it is well known that a real arbitrary point q

= in the boundary r-6Q cannot be represented 

on the regular grid； however, it can be discretized 

onto a fixed grid by two discrete neighborhoods of 

it：

Vq & V,3am,bl e Nde N):

q 司% 이 and ZI妃 - a„,J = l ⑶

丿=1

Thus, we may represent a given boundary uniquely 

thro나gh two lists of points- inside neighboring grid 

points Lin and outside neighboring grid points 匕初. 

From (Shi Y. et al. [14]) they are defined as follows：

Lin = "加(x) < 0 and 크* e N(x) :(p(y) >。}

L如 = 시归⑴ > 0 and 크y e N(x) :(p{y) < o}

where N(x) is the neighborhood of x which is derived 

from (3)：

N(x) = [ye/Z財-•시 = lj

Also let

以이“ ={ 지eQ 如

then we have Q = Bout pl况 5钮庭诅.Because the values 

of level set function (p are not important far from the 

boundary, we can approximate the level set function 

as hallows (for faster computation):

+3

+1

—i

-3

eB* 
xwy

xeL

(5)

In order to extract the final object boundary, the 

evolution process of the level set function is com

posed of two steps： interface evolution and interface 

smoothing. For each overall cycle we first run Ne 

evolution iterations corresponding to the speed function 

F, and then we apply Ng evolution steps of the inter

face smoothing using Gaussian filter. The speed function 

is derived from Chan-Vese segmentation criterion 

and is defined as follows (Jakub et al. [15])：

1

F(x) =
-1

S (x) - C] )2 + % (" (x) - C2 )2 > 0

-4 S(X)-• q )2 + 시 " (x) - C2 )2 < 0

where 4丿项。“and勺 are Chan-Vese criteria parameters.

The Gaussian filter is defined as follows：

G(x) =

The stopping condition is that the curve evolution 

stops if either of the following conditions is satisfied-

(a) A pre-specified maximum number of iterations 

is reached (Osher and Sethian [11]).

(b) The speed function at all the neighborhood grid 

points satisfies (Shi et aL [14])：

F(x)>0 Wf ”力

(c) Less than P neighborhood grid points change

state between two major iterations (Jakub et al. 

[15])： .

F = /W니+ 1，니）

” =1（尸）
(9)
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2.3. Limitations of Previous Level Set Methods

As mentioned above, the images are usually of 

complex structures (e.g. brain, lung or hand bone 

images) or contain different objects (i.e., detection 

of multiple people in crowds, multi-objects when 

they appear in a group). We need to segment multiple 

disjoint regions, such that the regions correspond to 

the objects in these images, b니t the classical level 

set methods and the traditional fast level set method 

cannot segment more than two regions. The multiphase 

level set methods can segment certain structures in 

these images. However, they need n or more level 

set functions in order to segment up to 2n regions. 

Fig. 2 ill니strates the image with 4 disjoint regions. 

From this figure, we can see that the classical level 

set methods and the traditional fast level set method 

only segment image / 二亿 u 代。伊4。啊 into two domains： 

foreground ｛鶴｝ and background 八｛啊｝ “ = 1,4). The 

multiphase level set methods use at least 2 level set 

functions to segment 4 regions in this case.

Furthermore, some images such as head and skull 

CT images are empty in the inner parts of the image. 

In these cases, the current level set methods cannot 

integrate the prior knowledge of empty regions onto 

the evolution process, so they take longer to produce 

an object of these empty parts. Figure 3 shows the 

prior knowledge of empty regions and three common 

initial value formulations of level set function.

In Fig. 3a, the prior knowledge of empty regions 

is ill니strated through two c니rves： an empty region 

inside the black curve rx and another empty region 

outside the white curve r2. With the initial level set 

in Fig. 3b, the number of boundary points in two 

neighborhood grid and Lout is very large, so it 

t거kes much time to scan through these two lists. In 

Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d, we use one curve 虬(，=1,2) to 

make the initialization of level set function； however, 

we still take more time in the other empty region.

Another issue for level set—based segmentation 

models is that noise should be carefully processed. 

The current methods are sensitive to the impact of 

background noise. Such those background pixels lead 

to correspondence errors that make it difficult to 

achieve accurate segmentation.

Fig. 4 shows the images with multiple objects. Fig. 

5 shows the objects which are empty in the inner 

parts of the image, and Fig. 6 shows the object in 

noisy environments.

The extension of fast level set method, which will 

be mentioned in the following sections, is more effec

tive and efficient than the classical level set methods 

and the fast level set method. First, our method ob

tains the segmentation results better than the fast 

level set method based on the modified Chan-Vese 

energy function. Additionally, our proposed algorithm

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The image with 4 disjoint regions.

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Skull CT image with prior empty regions knowledge 

and differe가 initi기 lev이 set functions.
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MI
Fig니怡 4. images with 甲니tiple objects.

note that the objects are emptyFigure 5. Medic긴 images - 

in the inner parts.

Figure 6. Medical images in noisy environment.

enables a significant decrease in computational time, 

compai*쩐d with the fast level set. method, because our 

algorithm can get the best initial value formulation 

based on the novel level set function (approximately 

two orders f천than the fast, level set method in 

our experiments). Finally, our approach is proved to 

be resistant to a particular noise environment, which 

means that it is less sensitive to noise.

III. The extension of fast level set method

The extension of the fast level set method intro - 

duced in this paper extends and generalizes the fast 

level set framework which was previously proposed 

by the authors in Shi Y. et al. [14], Jakub K. et al. 

[15] and Vu et al. [16] based on the theory of narrow 

band 쟈ppmaches.

The idea behind this method is that we use the 

novel level set function that is derived from multiple 

discrete fast level s엉t functions in order to integrate 

the prior knowledge of segmented objects with the 

initial vahie formulation of the level set function. More - 

over, th어 alternative Chan-Vese segmentation crit언ri(泪 

leads to a background s니btraction of an image. There - 

fore, we can segment multiple regions or objects based 

on the split—전nd-merg은 criterion and th은 object topology 

and relationships. In addition, we introduce the local 

stop criterion for reducing computational time. Finally, 

we incorporate geometric knowledge into the evolution 

process in order to reduce the presence of noise in 

the image.

3.1. The relationship matrix
As we already pointed out, the fast level set method 

uses a dos은d curve which is repres얜nt@d by the pair 

of neighborhood grids 져nd applies the out

ward (inward) speed function to the points in these 

lists. However, it's very difficult to get the best initial 

v처lue formulation of level set function with only one 

curve in the complex images. The idea here is that, 

we initialize th연 local level set function at each part 

of complex images, and then we try to find the
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relationship between them in order to make the 

initialization of global level set function from these 

local level set functions.

As a starting point, we assume that we have n 

initial level set functions {。[，代,…,。」which are based 

on the values of(pk,k = \,n as given in (5). Let L = 

be the set of the zero level set functions 

h =6料 值=1,优).We begin by specifying our representation 

of the level set functions' relationship through the 

relationship matrix RM and two relationship sets 

and R"

Definition 1： A pair of two ordered zero level set 

functions (区)is in parent-child boundary relation

ship (PBR) if and only if：

Z2 uZ； and 시k =

where 4 is parent boundary and l2 is child boundary.

Definition 2： A pair of two zero level set functions 

仏，A) is in independent boundary relationship (IBR) 

if and only if：

Vx g j e /2: x /2 and y 任 «

Using these two definitions, the relationship matrix 

RM and the relationship sets R° and R； are defined 

as：

and

7?。={隹£网 (11)

7?,1={/yeZ,|7?M(Zi,Z7) = l,Z,eZ} (12) 

where R° is the set of boundaries that have no child 

and R： is the set of child boundaries which are 

derived from the boundary i.

Based on the relationship matrix and the relationship 

sets, we can build the new level set function which 

is defined by (13)：

e = min {#("*} (13)

* (Pi R' =0

"S maxb，_min，R"0 ('⑷

(k is called the relationship level)

Now we can design a novel framework for modeling 

the evolution of boundaries in the extension of fast 

level set method by using the new level set function. 

The differences between the classical level set function 

with the fast level set function and our proposed 

level set function are illustrated by Fig. 7.

From Fig. 7 we can see the level set functions in 

the classical level set method and the fast level set 

method cannot be represented in form：

-1 [I,, Iis PBR

0 (l^l^isIBC

1 (lpl^isPBC

(10)

which must satisfy： 크，丿e{l,2,...,〃} u".

(15)

(a) Classical level set method

Figure 7. V기나e of level set function in 3 level set methods.

(b) Fast Level Set Method

一
학
 a
 
二
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where are the boundaries or zero level set

functions. Therefore, the two methods cannot take 

full advantage of geometric shape information and 

integrate into initial value formulation of the level set 

function.

The level set function in our approach can be 

represented in this form. For example, in the case 

of Fig. 7c, we use 4 level sets 卩乂丄，솨 and the level 

set f나nction is： 

(D = min < max '씨｝'찌

which is derived from (13) where the relationship 

matrix and the relationship sets are as follows：

= K=0；坦=卩2,4｝

RM /1 h h u
/1 0 -1 -1 0

h 1 0 0 0

h 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

For segmentation of sk니 11 CT image in Fig. 3, the 

proposed lev이 set function can take the full advantage 

of prior knowledge of empty regions. Here, we use 

two discrete fast level set functions in order to init 

the new level set function：

①(x) = max ｛低(叫,*(x) J

+3 (x e Q： and x 史 Lotit i) o尸(x s Q.~ and x 任 Lin 2)

= « +1 居 J 아* L 心

T 끼 "•자沱 &心

-3 X G0^2)an(^ X An 1 an^ X ^ ^out 2

where is the pair of neighborhood grid

points of the boundary 4 @ = 1,2). And then, we use 

this level set function along with two pairs of neigh

borhood 양rid points ｛匕心丄顽注丄似｝ in the evolution 

process of the proposed level set method.

The relationship matrix proposed in this paper has 

three characteristics： a flexibility characteristic, a 

simplicity characteristic which is inherited from the 

fast level set method, and a connectivity characteristic 

which is inherited from multiphase level set app

roaches. The foremost important characteristic is to 

get the best initial value formulation of the level set 

function, so that it enables a significant decrease in 

computational time compared with the fast level set 

function. The latter characteristic establishes a quiet 

simple level set function with its value which is chosen 

from a limited set of integer (-3,-1,1,3｝. It's known 

that the idea of the multiphase level set method is 

to use a combination of level set functions to re

present multiple objects. Currently, these methods 

need n or more level set functions in order to seg

ment T objects. The connectivity characteristic of 

relationship matrix allows the new level set function 

to inherit this property from the multiphase level set 

method； moreover, our approach can easily segment 

multiple objects in the images with the 니nique level 

set function.

3.2. Modified Chan-Vese segmentation criterion
As pointed out earlier, many level set based seg

mentation approaches use the Chan-Vese energy 

function to separate the image into two regions： the 

background and the foreground. But, the images usually 

have multiple objects with their intensity variations 

surrounding the background. In these cases, some 

objects of the foreground are incorrectly identified 

as the background. In this paper, we extend the 

Chan-Vese segmentation criterion to overcome this 

problem. The alternative Chan-Vese energy function 

can segment the image into three regions： the high- 

intensity foreground, the low—intensity foreground 

and the background. Currently, the Chan-Vese energy 

function is defined as follows (Chan and Vese [22]):

E(c1,c2,r) - J (w(x)-cj2 dx 

inside(T)

f J ("-c" (16)
outside(l) 、 '

+ jU.Length(T)

+ i).Area(inside[T )) 
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where inside(T) and outside(T) represent the regions 

inside and outside of the boundary r, respectively, 

ci and c2 are two constants that approximate the image 

intensity in the inside(V｝ and o여如决(「), and 

^are Chan—Vese parameters.

The optimal constants q and c2 that minimize the 

above energy function are the averages of the inten

sities in the entire regions inside^ (foreground) and 

outside^) (background), respectiv인y. Such these cons 一 

tants can be far away from the original image data, 

if the intensities within inside(r)and outsider are not 

homogeneous. In fact, some components of the back- 

ground/foreground are incorrectly identified as the 

foregronnd/background. Therefore, we extend the Chan 

_Vese energy function in order to overcome this 

limitation.

Suppose are n regions in the foreground

(inside(T)). Let ｛弓｝,=為 be the averages of the intensities 

in each region 犬사曲石, and % is the average of the 

intensities in the background (outside(ry). Now, we 

partition the foregro니nd into 2 parts： a high-intensity 

foreground with % regions 伊丄五 which must satisfy： 

and a low-intensity foreground 

with n2 regions ｛Q」虹云 which must satisfy： e 

:&〈勺.Note that： n = n1+n2. Then, let °疔皿邱(凯林 

and q=max｛《｝『爲； where 矽(丿 = 1,%) and 涉(si,이 are 

the averages of the intensities in the high-intensity 

regions and the low-intensity regions, respectively. 

Therefore, the alternative Chan-Vese segmentation 

criterion is derived from two these values：

E(어*, qi), cb

=人 J ((心)—㈤+ (17)

inside｛y)

+ 人2 j (w (x) -^)2 dx + fi.Length (r) + v.Areaiinside^V^ 

outside(V^

where H(&) is the Heaviside function

H(Ax) = F 忑=""-心°

[0 Ax = "(x)-q, < 0

Hence, the speed function is defined as follows：

I 4(("(x)-cJh(&) + S(x)-cj(l-H(k)))

F(x) = . z 2 jig)
]4(S(x)")3(&) + W(x)_cJ(1_H(&)))

+ %S(x)—아)七。

Experimental results show that the accuracy of 

segmentation is improved significantly with the modified 

speed f니nction.

After the background is eliminated altogether by 

the modified Chan-Vese segmentation criterion, we 

segment and label individual regions (objects) or 

individual components of an object based on the object 

topology and relationships. The evolution process is 

usually considered in two phases- the split phase and 

the merge phase based on the boundary intersection 

criterion (split—and—merge criterion).

The boundary intersection criterion： The split-and 

-merge phase will occur at layer k if and only if four 

points, all with the same boundary value, exist in 

｛z妃"=侦 or ｛&心｝如赫，for example, points A, B, C and 

D in Table 1 and Table 2. Also, all other points along 

this boundary must have the same value as the four 

points such as A, B, C, and D.

The split and the merge phases are evaluated in 

the following order： At each pair of neighborhood 

grids k 心｝ , the boundary intersection condition 

is tested at each point in these lists which are 

described in (4). If it is true, we consider whether 

these points have the same layer (pair of neigh

borhood grids) or not. If they lie on the same layer, 

we apply the split phase. Otherwise, we apply the 

merge phase.

Figure 8. Two cases of split phase.
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TABLE 1. FOUR BOUNDARY POINTS IN THE FIRST CASE OF THE SP니T PHASE,

-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3

-1 -1 -3 -3 -1 -1

1 1 -1(A) -1(B) 1 1

3 1 -1(D) 서 (C) 1 3

3 1 -1 -3 -1 1

3 1 -1 -3 -3 -1

TABLE 2. FOUR BOUNDARY POINTS IN THE SECOND CASE OF THE SPLIT PHASE.

3 3 3 3 3 3 1 너

1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -3

~1 -1 -1(A) -1 -1 너 (B) -3 "3

T -3 니 (D) 너 -1 너 (D) -1 -1

-3 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

Fig. 8 shows two cases of the split phase, Table

1 shows 4 boundary points in the first case and Table

2 shows 4 boundary points in the second cas안.

Our algorithm is usef니 1 in segmenting when multiple 

objects are presented using only one level set function. 

In this cas온, the algorithm can automatically segment 

individual objects and delineate an arbitrary number 

of regions by adding and removing the pairs of neig

hborhood grid points in the segmentation process. 

Currently, the fast level set method uses two lists of 

grid points adjacent to the evolving curve and applies 

the stopping criterion to these level s연If the stopping 

condition is not satisfied, this method scans all points 

on the two lists. In our approach, we consider and 

extend this stopping criterion to n local stopping criteria 

｛R｝卜島 which corresponds to ｛匕"工。心"=顼 and is 

applied to each stopping criterion Pk to two corres

ponding level sets L心 and /初濕.Note that the value 

of Pk is determined by (20):

3.3. Noise reduction filter
In this work, we proposed the new approach for 

reducing the noise in the case of noisy imag언s based 

on the properties of our method. We incorporate partial 

shape information into the extension of fast level set 

method in order to reduce the pr언se長ce of noise in 

the image. More specifically, in our algorithm, each 

pair of 汎徉£。“呼"=以 represents an object or a noise 

in the image. By integrating shape information, the 

pairs of that represent the noises can be

filtered out. Note that in the current works, prior 

geometry knowled융8 is only required for the object 

size, the object area, and the object boundary. For 

each pair of "心，£函*｝如诟，the filter criterion for reducing 

noisy image is defined as follows：

F = Hsize A Harea A Hhound (21) 

where

（尸二 10%奴二 1/） 1
H腿

0

Ipn.
‘匚 M브스 苴只 

坷 W泌：

otherwise

By using the local stopping criteria,。니！" method only 

scans the points in the level sets L心 and Lout,k whose 

local stopping criterion is not reached, and therefore 

speeds up the curve evolution.

areak 2 Ta 

otherwise

bound I; boundk > Tb 

otherwise
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TABLE 3. EXTENSION OF FAST LEVEL SET METHOD ALGORITHM.

1. Initialize set of the level set functions ｛件｝阵诟

2. Create the U心｝阵诟 and the U，。心｝顷 from ｛妃卜爲

3. Determine the 이ationship matrix RM

4. Calc니ate two relationships sets r。and ｛&'｝曲况 (K： r이ationship 

level) in order to determine the new level set function 0)

5. Calculate the value of speed function F using alternative Chan 

-Vese segmentation criterion

6. Before the stopping criteria are reached, apply the fast algorithm 

in the new approach

for i = 1 to /Vte do：

Outward evolution

티iminate redundant points in Uf｝顷

Inward evolution

티iminate redundant points in ｛匕。以｝虹爲 

Split-and-merge level set evolution

Noise redaction filter

for i = 1 to do：

Outward interface smoothing

Aminate redundant p이nts in ｛ J*k-i,n

Inward interface smoothing

티iminate redundant p이nts in Us糖"=爲 

Split-and-merge level set evolution

Noise rechjction filter

7. Return to final ①，心"石 

with Ti, TWi Ta and L being the threshold values； and 

the values of 1%,助'必，areak, and boundk being deter

mined by (22), (23), (24) and (25), respectively.

len, = max < max r. - y.
X、胞爲心 시丿

wid, = min < max \x.-y.
x,•作丄心h"即,D]l J

切啊 = I稣 (메展)<° 

城如야=|復시 I

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Our experiments show that the accuracy of the 

proposed method is significantly improved from the 

original fast level set method in these images.

Our algorithm is summarized in Table 3.

IV. Experimental results

Experimental results from the proposed method 

are given in this section. All experiments are per

formed in Matlab 7.8.0 (R2009a) with an AMD Phenom

TABLE 4. PARAMETERS OF OUR METHOD.

Parameter Description Value

虬 A number of evolution steps 25

A number of smoothing steps 5

A maximum number of iterations 200

A A Chan-Vese parameter 0.1

% A Chan-Vese parameter 0.1

9600 Quad-Core 2.30 GHz machine. Specific parameters 

of our algorithm are given in Table 4.

Firstly, we use different images to demonstrate 

our algorithm for segmentation of individual objects 

when they appear in the group. Fig. 9 compares the 

accuracy of multiple objects segmentation between 

our proposed method and the fast level set method. 

Here the image contains 4 regions： 3 objects and 1 

background. The averages of the intensities of these 

regions are 읾 =11°, 잉2 드$6, 잉, =° and = 193. In 

the fast level set method, two mean intensity values 

are q T39 and c2 =156. Three mean intensity values 

in the extension of the fast level set method are 

c拈 T93,七=11° and cb = 156, From Fig. 9 (c), the 

region (伊4) of the foreground is incorrectly identified 

as background. The segmentation results in Fig. 9 

(c) - (d) show that our method is more effective than 

the fast level set method.

For more experiments about multiple regions seg

mentation, Fig. 10 shows the segmentation of individual 

objects and Fig. 11 shows the segmentation of in

dividual parts of an object. The initial curves are shown 

in Figs. 10 (a) - (c) - (e) and Figs. 11 (a) - (b) - (c). 

Afterward, the curve splits into several curves which 

are represented by ｛L兀号丄。“侦｝阵侦 according to the 

topological structure of objects. Finally, the evolving 

curves stop on the true boundary of each object or 

each part of an object, as can be seen in Figs. 10 

(b) - (d) - (f) and Figs. 11 (d) - (e) - (f).

Next, we show the results of skull and head seg

mentation and compare computation time between three 

different level set methods： the classical level set 

method (LSM), which is described in (Osher and Sethian 

[11]), the fast level set method (F-LSM), which is 

described in (Shi Y. et al. [14]) and (Jakub K. et al.
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TABLE 5. COMPARISONS OF SKULL SEGMENTATION TIME.

Image Skull 01 Skull 02 Skull 03 Head

LSM 4.1407e+003 6.1597e+003 5.3502e +003 3.1628e+003

F-LSM1 71.8197 84.4429 81.7069 35.4766

F-LSM2 Wrong result Wrong result 124.9553 80.9545

E-LSM 39.4952 43.8154 47.5773 24.0372

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9. Segmentation results of our method and fast level set method： (a) Original image which contains 4 regions (3 objects and 

1 backg「。냐nd); (b) the initi기 curve; (c) the result of fast level set method; (d) the result of o니「method.

(a)
—….................... .......... .................... ...........

if 눠 Bhn
Figure 10. M니tiple objects segmentation： (a), (c), and (e) are 

results of o니「algorithm.

the original images and the initial curves; (b), (d) and (f) are the
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Figure 11. Segmentation of individ니al parts of an object： (a), (b) and (c) are original images and the initial curves; (d), (e) and (f) 

are the results of our algorithm.

set method by using outside initi기 v기나e fonrujlation and inwardFigure 12. Skull and head CT images segmentation using fast lev이 

speed function.

[15]), and our proposed method (E-LSM). Fig. 12 

and Fig. 13 show skull and head CT image seg

mentation results by using the fast level set method 

in two cases： the outside initial value formulation of 

level set function with the inward speed function 

(F-LSM1) and the inside initial level set formulation 

with the outward speed function (F-LSM2). Fig. 14 

shows the segmentation results by using our algorithm. 

Note that we use the skull and head CT images with 

each image size of 512x512. Moreover, we initialize
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Figure 13. Skull and head CT images segmentation using fast lev이 set method by using inside initi기 value fo「m비ation and outward 

speed function.

Fig니「e 14. Skull and head CT images segmentation using our algorithm.

the curves in our algorithm with two pairs of level 

sets ｛'饥"。心｝，｛齢加儿心｝ , which satisfy： u L心,

whereas the other two methods only use one pair of 

level sets because they cannot be repre

sented in (15).

From these figures we can see that the results of 

the proposed method are more effective and efficient 

than the fast level set method. The fast level set 

method cannot segment the outer boundary of skull 

images in two first cases in Fig. 13. The computational 

time of the level set method, two cases of the fast 

level set method and our algorithm for the three seg

mentation experiments is listed in Table 5. For all 

experiments, we can see that our algorithm is app

roximately two orders faster than the fast level set 

method. Note that F-LSM2 cannot segment the outer 

boundary in the SkullOl and Skull02 images.

Finally, we apply these methods to real medical 

images in order to further examine the algorithms' 

effectiveness in noisy environments. Though the main
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(a) Two medical images and their initial c니rves

(c) Segmentation results of our method without prior geometry 

knowledge

(d) Segmentation results of 이” method with the boundary threshold 

value Tb = 20(pixels)

(e) Segmentation results of our method with the boundary threshold 

value Th = 50(pixels)

(f) Segmentation results of our method with Tb = 5Q(pixels), 

几=125

Figure 15. Medical images segmentation in noisy environments.

challenge for medial image segmentation is the noisy 

source image and the low contrast between objects, 

our method renders satisfactory res니Its as it can 

combine the prior geometry knowledge in the level 

set literature. Fig. 15 illustrates the segmentation of 

the fast level set method and o니r algorithm with 

different prior knowledge of geometry.

V. Conclusion

We have described the limitations of object seg

mentation based on the classical level set methods 

and the fast level set methods. These problems naturally 

arise in many situations incl니ding the segmentation 

of CT skull and head images, hand bones and wrist 

segmentation, detection of multiple people in crowds, 

cell segmentation, and so on. We have developed a 

framework of level set based segmentation for solving 

these limitations. Using the new level set function, 

the split and merge phases now can be performed 

more easily and in a way that allows integrating an 

arbitrary number of level sets. Our experiments in

dicate that this approach can be used in segmenting 

individual objects or individual parts of an object in 

images, which is useful in reducing the heavy image 

noises and also enables a significant decrease in com

putational time. Our future work will involve applying 

this algorithm to multiple overlapping objects segmen

tation problems and improving the algorithm based 

on the prior shape—driven knowledge.
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